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KLOE uses the radiative return to measure cross section ��e�e� � ������ at the electron�positron collider
DA�NE� Divinding by a theoretical radiator function� we obtain the cross section ��e�e� � �

�
�
�� for the mass

range ���� � s� � ��	� GeV�� We calculate the hadronic contribution to the muon anomaly for the given mass
range
 a� � ���� � ���stat � ���syst� ���th�

�� Introduction

���� Motivation

The hadronic contribution to the vacuum po�
larization to the anomalous magnetic moment
is not calculable at low energy by perturbative
QCD� It can be obtained connecting the immag�
inary part of the hadronic piece of the spec�
tral function by unitarity to the cross section
e�e� � hadrons ����� A dispersion integral can
be derived�

a��hadr� �
�

	��

Z
�

�m�
�

�e�e��hadr�s�K�s�ds� ���

where the integral is carried out over the invariant
mass squared s of the hadronic system� The ker�
nel K�s� is a monotonously varying function that
behaves approximately like ��s� The annihilation
cross section also has an intrinsic ��s behaviour

and is largely enhanced around the mass of the �
meson� The process e�e� � ���� below � GeV
contributes to ��� of the total hadronic contri�
bution ���
A previous measurement of ��e�e� � �����
for values of

p
s� around the � peak comes from

the CMD�� experiment at VEPP��M� Their data
have been used together with � and e�e� data up
to � GeV to produce a �rm prediction for com�
parison with the direct measurement performed
by E���� at BNL 	�� Comparing theoretical eval�
uations with the experimental values� one �nds a
deviation of ���� for the e�e��based theoretical
prediction� while the � �based value shows only a

��� e�ect� In order to solve the situation more
and better information on hadronic cross section
is needed�
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���� The radiative return
In the past the standard way to measure the

hadronic cross section was to perform an energy
scan� in which the collision energy of the acceler�
ator is changed to the desired value� The Fras�
cati collider DA�NE has been designed to work
at a �xed center of mass energy equal to the �
resonance mass of ���� MeV� As a consequence�
a complementary method has been worked out�
where the cross section ��e�e� � hadrons	 is
obtaind by using the radiative reaction ��e�e� �
hadrons 
 �	� In this process the photon is ra�
diated in the initial state in one of the electrons
�positrons	� lowering in this way the collision en�
ergy� The radiative cross section and the ����

cross section can be related through the radiator
function H �

s�
d������

ds�
� ������s�	 �H�s�	 ��	

where s� � M�
��� which coincides with the in�

variant mass of the intermediate photon in case
of Initial State Radiation �ISR	 only� An ac�
curacy better than � is needed for H in or�
der to perform a precision measurement� Radia�
tive corrections have been computed by di�erent
groups up to next�to�leading order for the exclu�
sive �nal hadronic state ����������� Our analy�
sis makes use of the theoretical Motecarlo codes
PHOKHARA ������ and EVA���� �

�� Measurement of ��e�e� � ������

���� Signal selection
The KLOE detector consists of a high res�

olution drift chamber ��pT �pT � ��������	
and an electromagnetic calorimeter ��E�E �
����

p
E�GeV 	�����	� Since for small polar an�

gles of the radiated photon the ISR process vastly
dominates over the Final State Radiation �FSR	
process ����� we have selected events in which the
photon is emitted at angles � ��o or � ���o�
The direction of the photon is calculated from
the pion tracks by closing the kinematics� under
the assumption of only one single photon emitted
��pmiss � ��p� � �p�� 
 �p��	� For the two tracks
it is requested ��o � 	� � ���o� The �ducial vol�
ume together to a section of the KLOE detector

Figure �� Schematic view of the KLOE detec�
tor with the angular acceptance regions for pions
�horizontally hatched area	 and photons �verti�
cally hatched area	� The photon angle is evalu�
ated from the two pion tracks�

is shown in Fig��

The selection of e�e� � ����� events is per�
formed according to the following steps�

� Detection of two tracks connected to a ver�

tex � two charged tracks with polar an�
gle between ��o and ���o connected to a
vertex in IR the �ducial volume and with
Rxy � � cm� jzj � � cm are requested�
Additional cuts on transverse momentum�
pT ���� MeV and on longitudinal momen�
tum� jpzj ��� MeV are applied to reject spi�
ralizing tracks and ensure good reconstruc�
tion conditions�

� Identi�cation of pion tracks � the separation
of pions from electrons is performed using
a likelihood function� which parametrizes
the time of �ight and the signal shape of
the charged tracks in the calorimeter� An
event is accepted if at least one of the two
tracks is recognised as a pion� In this way
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the amount of e�e�� is drastically reduced�
while the e�ciency for ����� is still very
high �������

� Cut on track mass 	 the track mass is a
kinematic variable calculated from the re

constructed pion momenta �p�� � �p�� ap

plying four
momentum conservation� under
the hypothesis that the �nal state consists
of two particles with the same mass and one
photon� Removing events with Mtrk � ��
MeV rejects ����� events� while in order
to reject ������ events aM�

�� 
 dependent
cut is used �see Fig��

Figure � 
dimensional cut in the plane
Mtrk�MeV and M�

���GeV
��

� Cut on the di�pion angle ���	 the aforemen

tioned cut on the di
pion angle ��� � ��o

or � ���o is performed�

The sample used �corresponding to ��� pb���
has been collected from July to December ����
To obtain the e�ective cross section ����� one

has to subtract the residual background from this
spectrum and divide by the selection e�cency and
by the integrated luminosity	

d������
ds�

�
�NObs ��NBkg

�s�

�

�Sel�Acc

�
R
Ldt

���

���� Background subtraction

After the selection described above� a resid

ual background of e�e��� ����� and ������

events remains� Background from e�e�� and
����� is concentrated at low Mtrk values� The
amount of these two kind of backgrounds is ob

tained by �tting the Mtrk spectra of the se

lected events in slices of s� �from MonteCarlo
for ������ directly from data for e�e���� Back

ground from ������ appears at higherMtrk val

ues and the missing massm�

miss � �p��p��p��
�

is peaked at m�
��
� The number of ������ in the

signal region is obtained by �tting the mmiss dis

tribution with the shape taken from MonteCarlo�
The contribution of all background to the ob

served signal is below � above ��� GeV�� while
it increases up to ��� at s� � �	�� GeV��

���� Selection e�ciency

The selection e�ciency is the product of the ef

�ciencies associated with the trigger� reconstruc

tion� �ltering� �
e separation and track mass cut�
The trigger includes also a veto for cosmic rays�

The overall trigger e�ciency� including the e�ect
of cosmic
ray veto� has been evaluated from the
probability for single pion to �re trigger sector in
����� events�
During the reconstruction an o�ine �lter recog

nises and rejects background events� The e�

ciency of this �lter has been studied with a dedi

cated sample of ����� that were rejected by the
�lter itself and its value has been found ��� �at
in s�� with a systematic error of �����
The tracking e�ciency was evaluated using
������ and ���� events�
The e�ciency on the vertex �nding algorithm has
been evaluated with a sample of ������ and
����� events	 the systematic error associated
to this procedure is ����
The e�ciency for �
e separation has been stud

ied by selecting ����� events on the basis of one
track and examining the distribution of the likeli
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hood estimator for the other one� In the analysis
only one track is requested to be a pion� so the
e�ciency on pion identi�cation is �������
The e�ciency of the Mtrk cut is obtained as a
by�product of the residual background evaluation�
the result of the �t provides the e�ciency in each
s� bin� It has been obtained by our reference
MonteCarlo 	PHOKHARA
�

���� Luminosity measurement

The integrated luminosity is measured using
large angle Bhabha events� in the interval ��o �
���� � ��o� The e�ective cross section for these
events is big enough 	���� nb
 so that the statis�
tical error on the measurement is negligible� The
number of Bhabha are counted and normalized to
the e�ective cross section� after having subtracted
the residual background�Z
Ldt �

NVLAB	�i


�MCVLAB	�i

	�� �Bkg
� 	�


The precision on the measurement depends on
the correct inclusion of higher�order term in com�
puting the Bhabha cross section� We have used
the Bhabha event generator BABAYAGA �����
where the QED radiative corrections are taken
into account in the framework of the parton�
shower method� The claimed precision is �����
All the selection e�eciencies 	trigger� EmC clus�
ter� DC tracking
 are ���� and well reproduced
by MonteCarlo� Background from ����	�
�
����	�
 and ������ is well below �� and is
subtracted� Corrections are applied on a run�by�
run basis for �uctuations in the center�of�mass
energy of the machine and in calorimeter cali�
bration� The experimental uncertainty due to all
these e�ects is ����� The total systematic error
on the measurement is �L � ����th � ����exp�
The luminosity measurement is independently
checked using e�e� � �� events� We have found
agreement to within ����
Our result for the di�erential cross section
d�	e�e� � �����
 with �o � �� � ���o and
��� � ���	 � ���o is plotted if Fig���

�� Extraction of �	e�e� � ����


In order to extract the e�e� � ���� cross sec�
tion� we have to divide by the radiator function

sπ [GeV2]

dσ
(e

+ e- →
π+ π- γ)

/d
s π

[n
b/

G
eV

2 ]  
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Figure �� Di�erential cross section for e�e� �
������ inclusive in �� and with ��� � ���

	��� � ����
�

H � which is obtained from PHOKHARA� setting
F�	s
 � � and switching o� the vacuum polariza�
tion of the intermediate photon in the generator�
Appliyng Eq� and taking in accout FSR correc�
tions as described in the following� the cross sec�
tion has been obtained as a function on the invari�
ant mass of the virtual photon� s � m�

�� 	Fig��


���� FSR corrections

Events with one or more photons emitted by
pions 	FSR
 without any emission from the elec�
tron or the positron� have to be considered as
a background� Our selection strongly suppresses
this contribution� whose amount is below �� in
the whole range of s�� However� events with a si�
multaneous emission of one photon from the elec�
tron 	positron
 and from one of the two pions� are
part of our signal and have to be included in the
sample ����� The kinematic cuts described above
allow to reject almost the totality of pure FSR�
The relative contribution after the event analysis
of this process is well below �� in all the M�� re�
gion� To obtain e�e� � ���� cross section� two
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Figure �� Cross section for e�e� � �����

complementary methods have been performed� In
the �rst one we have kept the events with simul�
taneuos emission of initial and �nal�state photon�
and to take into account that the invariant mass
of �nal state is not equal to the invariant mass of
the virtual photon� due to the emission of the FSR
photon� we have applied a correction� The event
analysis is performed and the acceptance correc�
tions and the track mass e�ciency are evaluated
by a MonteCarlo simulation having sinultaneos
ISR and FSR in�
In the second method we have corrected the ob�
served spectrum e�e� � ����� for the amount
of FSR expected from PHOKHARA� obtaining
a sample containing only ISR event� The event
analysis has been performed� with the acceptance
corrections and trackmass e�ciency evaluated by
a simulation where only ISR events were in� and
�nally after the division by the radiator H� FSR
corrections to the cross section e�e� � ����

have been applied ��	��
�� The cross section
e�e� � ���� has been obtained under the as�
sumption of scalar QED �sQED for FSR �point�
like pions and of the factorization� i�e� the ab�
sence of interference e�ects between the initial
and �nal states �����

The results obtained with the two methods
agree to within ���� and we assign an error of
���� due to FSR corrections�
This error comes from two di�erent contribu�

tions added in quadrature� ���� is the di�erence
we have observed between the two methods we
have worked out and another ���� comes from
the model used to simulate FSR� If we assign an
error of ��� on the sQED assumption �see ����
having an amount of �� of FSR� we obtain an
error of ���� for the model�

Figure �� Charge asymmetry as a function of po�
lar pion angle�

���� Charge asymmetry

The model dependence of FSR can be checked
by observing the charge asymmetry as a function
of the polar angle of the pions and comparing it
with a MonteCarlo prediction within the model
of the sQED� The charge asymmetry is de�ned as

A��� �
N��

�
��N��

�
�

N��
�
� �N��

�
�

��

and it arises from the interference between initial
and �nal state radiation� To study this quan�
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Table �
List of systematic errors on a�

Acceptance ����
Trigger ����
Reconstruction Filter ����
Tracking ����
Vertex ����
Particle ID ����
Trackmass ����
Background subtraction ����
Unfolding ����
Total exp systematics ����
Luminosity ����
Vacuum Polarization ����
FSR resummation ����
Radiator function �Hs� 	 ��
�
Total theory error ����

tity it is necessary to collect ����� events with
the photon emitted at large polar angles� In this
case the amount of FSR is large and a sizeable
charge asymmetry can be measured� At large
photon polar angles it is possible to performe a
photon tagging� which allows to reject consider�
ably background� After having applied some fur�
ther dedicated kinematic cuts to reject ������

events we obtain a preliminary result shown in
Fig�
� The charge asymmetry is plotted both for
data and MonteCarlo �signal plus residual back�
ground	� An agreement between data and Mon�
teCarlo of ��� is reached� This justies the error
of ��� we have considered arising from the model
of FSR�

���� Vacuum polarization

In order to obtain the bare cross section�
hadronic and leptonic vacuum polarization have
to be subtracted� This can be done by correcting
the cross section for the running of � as follows�

�bare � �dressed

�
���	

��s	

��

� ��	

While the leptonic contribution ��lep�s	 can be
analytically calculated� for the hadronic contri�
bution� ��had�s	� we have used �had�s	 values
measured previously �����

�� Evaluation of a���

The ��e�e� � ����	 cross section� divided by
the vacuum polarization� has been used to eval�
uate the contribution to ahadr� due to the ����

channel in the energy range ���
 � s� � ���

GeV�� The resulting value �in ����� units	 is

a��� ����
� ���
	 � ���������stat���
syst���
th��	

The various contributions to the systematic error
on a� are listed in Table ��
By integrating our spectrum in the energy range
���� � s� � ���� GeV� we have obtained �in
����� units	
a��� ������ ���	 � ��
��� ���stat � ���syst�th
Our value agrees with the result of CMD��
�������� being this latter �in ����� units	 a��� �
������ ���stat� ���syst�th in the same energy in�
terval ����� � s� � ���� GeV�	� and conrms the
present discrepancy of the hadronic contribution
on a� using data of electron�positron annihilation
and � decay data�

�� Conclusion

We have measured the cross section for the
process e�e� � ����� with the pion system
emitted at small polar angle in the energy region
���
 � s� � ���
 GeV�� We have derived the
cross section for the process e�e� � ����� After
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correction for vacuum polarization� we have de�
rived the corresponding part of the hadronic con�
tribution to the muon anomalous magnetic mo�
ment with a negligible statistical error and with
a systematic error of �����exp� � ���� �th��
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